Assignment 7

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2019-09-18, 23:59 IST.

Choose correct statement is

1) With increase in wrapping length silver wrapping CVs
   - decreases
   - increases
   - does not change at all
   - decreases first followed by increase

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: decreases

2) The count alarm acts due to
   - roller lapping
   - partly suctioned off feed silver
   - wrong draft
   - missing silver

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: roller lapping
   wrong draft
   missing silver

3) Causes of silver irregularity (short term)/slam due to
   - defective autoleveler
   - incorrect trumpet size
   - eccentric roller
   - high roller pressure

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: defective autoleveler
   incorrect trumpet size
   eccentric roller

4) Draw-frame roller lapping is due to
   - short fibres in silver
   - damaged roller flutes
   - high draft
   - low humidity

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: damaged roller flutes

5) Spectrogram is used to assess
   - count variation in silver
   - presence of drafting wave
   - thick – thin places in silver
   - periodic mass variation in silver

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: periodic mass variation in silver